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INTRODUCTION 
Since Baillon [ 1 ] proved the first ergodic theorem for nonlinear non- 
expansive mappings in Hilbert space simpler proofs have been found (see 
Pazy [6], Djafari-Rouhani and Kakutani [4]), and corresponding results 
have been established for other nonexpansive iterations (see Bruck [3] and 
Pazy [7]). One property of the averages S,x = (l/n) c::d T’x, where T is 
a nonexpansive self mapping of a closed convex subset of a real Hilbert 
space with a fixed point, is the strong convergence to zero of { S,.X - TS,,x} 
(see Pazy [6] and Reich [S]). In fact, this property may be used to prove 
the weak convergence of S,.x. 
Our aim in this note is to prove corresponding properties for certain 
nonexpansive iterations and to use them in order to get new proofs for the 
appropriate ergodic theorems. The iterations that will be considered are the 
explicit iteration, the implicit iteration, and the semigroup generated by a 
monotone operator. 
I. THE EXPLICIT ITERATION 
Let C be a closed convex subset of a real Hilbert space and T: C -+ C a 
nonexpansive mapping. F, will denote the fixed point set of T. In the 
sequel we will use the following three simple lemmas. The first is elemen- 
tary and known so its proof is omitted; the proof of the second one can be 
found in Pazy [7]; and the third is simple in the Hilbert space case, but 
is true even in uniformly convex spaces (see Browder [2]). 
LEMMA 1. For {y,}::d cH and {~,}::d c R such that Ci!:d LYE= 1, 
denote z = C:= d CY, y,. Then fbr every x E H: 
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n- I ,I- 1 
c cx, Ix-yJ2= Ix-z12+ c a, lz-y,12. 
,=O i=O 
LEMMA 2. Let u(t): R+ -+ H be a bounded function. Denote W(a(t)) = 
{~~H;3{t,~}su~hthata(t,,)~“‘x)andN(c(t))={x~H;3lim~x-a(t)~}, 
then N(a(t)) n c/co W(a(t)) is at most a singleton. 
LEMMA 3. ~y~Cand(y,}cCsatisfyy,+wyandy,-Ty,+Othen 
YE FT. 
Next we define the explicit iteration that will be treated in this section. 
For x0 E C and a real sequence (c,} z. such that Vi, 0 < cid 1 and 
~,X~oci=co define a sequence {xi}~,cC by: Vi30, x,+~=c,Tx;+ 
(1 - c,)x,. Denote a, = Cl:d ci and z, = (Cr:d c,x,)/a,. 
LEMMA 4. ForanyyEHandn>l: 
Proof. Vi 3 0 ly - xi+112 = c, 
ci( 1 - ci) Ixi - Tx,l 2; or equivalently: 
ly - Tx,12 + (1 - Ci) ly - x,12 - 
= IY-d2- IY-x,+1 12-ci(l -ci) Ixi- TX,\‘. 
Summing on i = 0, . . . . n - 1 we get the result. 
LEMMA 5. Iz, - Tz,12 d (l/a,)(lx, - Tz,12 - Ix, - Tz,12 - 
clrd c;(l - Ci) IX;- TX,/‘). 
Proof: Using Lemmas 1 and 4 we get: 
n-l 
Iz,- Tz,12=(l/a,) 1 c;(ITz,-xij2- Iz,-xi12) 
i=O 
n-l 
d (l/u,,) c ci(ITz,-xi12- ITz,- Txij2) 
=(1/a,) 1x0- Tz,(~- Ix,,- Tz,J2 
t 
- ;To ci( 1 - ci) Ix, - Tx,l’). 
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THEOREM 1. [f FT# 0 then lz,, - Tz,,l d (2/J;s17)d(x,,, F,.), 
Proof For any p E F, we have Ix,,- Tz,,I < 2 lx,,-pi so the result 
follows from Lemma 5. 
COROLLARY 1. [f F, # 0 then {z,,} converges weukly to p E F,. 
Proof From Theorem 1 we have lim,, _ .~ z,, - Tz,, = 0, so by Lemma 3, 
W( { z,~ ] ) G F, E N( {x, } ). Since W( {z, } ) E clco W( {x,, } ) the result follows 
from Lemma 2. 
COROLLARY 2. [f F, # 0 and x,5=, cj( 1 - c;) = CC then {x,, 3 converges 
weakly to p E F,. 
Proof: Since the sequence { Ix,, - Tx,,I };F=, is nonincreasing, we con- 
clude from Lemma 5 and the assumption on {c,} that lim,, x,, -- TX,, = 0, so 
by Lemma3 W({x,>})cF, and the result follows from Lemma 2. 
2. THE IMPLICIT ITERATION AND THE NONEXPANSIVE SEMIGROUP 
Let A be a maximal monotone operator in H with domain D(A ). V’d > 0, 
let JA= (I+ ,iA) -’ be the resolvent of A which is known to be a non- 
expansive mapping defined on H. A generates a nonexpansive semigroup 
on cl(L)(A)) via the product formula: S(t)x = lim, J;,,x, Vt >O and 
x E cl(f)(A)). The implicit iteration will be defined as follows: 
For x,ED(A) and a positive sequence {jUij,XiO such that C;^;,A;= cc 
define X, + , = J,,X,, V’i> 0. We denote u,, = C;:d 1, and z,, = (l/a,) 
ZYLd Aix,+ I. 
LEMMA 6. Let n 3 1 and 0 < 3. d min,, , g,, , i,. Then for each y E H: 
(Jj,Y-Z~12-JY-Z,~~2~(;i/U,~)((~-~u~12- II’-“nl*) 
- (A/a,,) “1 (1 - A/E.,) Ix, - x,+ ,I*. 
i=o 
ProoJ: By Lemma 1 and the resolvent identity: 
,, 1 
=(l,a,)‘~~‘i.i(lJj,y-Ji((~/i-,)x; 
t=O 
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-(n/a,,) c (1 -A/&) lxi-Xi+ 
I=0 
LEMMA 7. IS(t)z, - z,12 < (l/a,) Jr, (IS(s)z, - x01* 
x,1*) ds - (+I,~) x;:; 1; 1(x-xi+ ,)/&I’. 
Proqf: From Lemma 6 we have for m large enough and 
IJ);;‘z,-zz,I*- IJf,m z,-z,~~* 
6 ~l(m~,NIJ$, z, -d~o12- IJ$,,~rr -.A*) 
n-l 
*I’) 
A*. 
- IS(s) z, - 
k30: 
- t/(mu,) C Li(ii- t/m) 1(x,-xi+ ,)/I.,)*. 
i=O 
Summing on Obk dm- 1 we get: 
m ~ 1 
I J%;,-, -z,,I’~~/(m~,) c ~IJ~,m~,--o12-lJ~~m~,--X,12~ 
k=O 
n-1 
-t/u,, C A,(A- t/m) I(xi-xi+ ,)/&I’. (*I 
i=O 
Since A is maximal monotone, cl(D(A )) is convex so z, E cl(D(A )). Com- 
bining this with the fact that J’$,z, +m+ o(: S(s)z, uniformly on bounded s 
intervals we get the desired result by letting m tend to infinity in (*). 
THEOREM 2. Zf A -'O # 0 then: Iz, - S(t)z,,l 6 2 fi d(x,, A -IO), 
vt > 0. 
Prooj: For p~A~‘0 IS(s)z,-x,1 < IS(s)z,-pl + Ip-x,1 62 Ix,-pi 
and the result follows from Lemma 7. 
COROLLARY 3. Zf A -‘O# 0 then {z,!} is weakly convergent to a limit 
which is in A ‘0. 
Proof: Fix f > 0. By Theorem 2, lim, _ cc z, - s(t)z, = 0, so from 
Lemma 3 we conclude that W( {zn>) c Fs(,, which implies, just as in 
Corollary 1, that there exist p E J;s(,) such that p = weak lim, z,,. This is true 
for each t>O sop~n,,,F,~,,,=A-‘0. 
COROLLARY 4. If A - ‘0 # 0 and C,“= o 22 = CC then {x,, } is weakly 
convergent to a limit which is in A ~ ‘0. 
409/145’2-I9 
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Proqf: From Lemma 7, the assumption on {ill 1 and the fact that 
{ I t-y, - -x, + I )/j-,1 1 is nonincreasing, we conclude that 1(-u, -s,+ , )/%,I 
+ I-7 0. Fix t > 0, by standard arguments: 
lb r+I-J,-*.,+i)/tI~,~i~~+, I.~l~I(-~,-x~+,)/4. 
We conclude that lx, - J,xil + 0 and the result follows from a similar 
argument o the one used in Corollary 2. 
Our next aim is to establish similar results for the nonexpansive semi- 
group. We begin with the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose {i,):!=,; CR+, x,EH. x,+, =J,,,x, (Obidn- l), 
yE H and A3maxg,,,,, ~, i,, then: \ , 
,I- I 
~i(~xo-J,y12-,,~,,-Jj,y~2)-‘i~’ &(I -2,/i) Iy-J;.y)‘. 
i=o 
Proof: By the resolvent identity, we have 
Equivalently we have 
~,(lJ~~-X~l2-l.V-~~l2)~/2(lJj.~-x~l2-IJLI)-X,+II2) 
-%i(l -3.,/A) I)‘-J.1’1’. 
Summing on i = 0, 1, . . . . n - 1, we get the result. 
LEMMA 9. Let x E cl(D(A)), then for any 1, t > 0: 
/(l/t) j’:S(s)xds-+/t) j;S(~)xds)~~ 
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Proof: We will use Lemma 8 for x0 = x, xi = Ji,,,, x0( 1 < id n - 1) where 
n is large enough to ensure t/n < 1. We get for z, = l/n I?&’ xi: 
n-l 
~(~/t)(lxo-Jj.z,~l*-IX,-J~;Z,I~) 
n- 1 
- l/t 1 (t/n)( 1 - t/(d)) Iz, - J;.z,I *. 
i=O 
Letting n tend to infinity we get the result. 
As above, we conclude the following two results. 
THEOREM 3. Zf A -‘O # 0 then for any t > 0 and x E cl(D(A)): 
COROLLARY 5. If A-‘O= @ then for each x~cl(D(A)) weak 
lim,,, l/t [k S(s) x ds exists and belongs to A -‘O. 
Remarks. (1) The assumptions for some of our results may be slightly 
weakened. For example, in Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 it is enough to 
assume lim inf Iz,I < cc to get F,# 0. This is an immediate conclusion 
from Lemmas 3 and 5. (2) In Corollaries 1, 3, and 5, slightly stronger 
results can be established getting certain kinds of almost convergence 
for the corresponding sequences. For example, under the conditions of 
Corollary 1, the following result is true: weak lim,, 30(~~=fb,T. ci)-l 
c $Tn cixi exists (and belongs to FT) for any {b,}, {T,} satisfying 
CybnTnCi+n+a 00 (the limit is independent of {b,}, {T,,}). (3) For 
analogous results to Corollaries 2, 4, and 5, in Banach spaces, see Reich 
[9, 111. In particular, Corollary 4 can be improved when A = I- T, where 
T is nonexpansive [lo, p. 3401. (4) A short survey of nonlinear ergodic 
theory can be found in [S, pp. 28882961. 
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